
 

Chapter 1 

Software Engineering is the study of the techniques and theory that support the development of 

high-quality software. 

 

Phases of Software Development: 

 Specification (what the program/method is required to do) 

 Design of a solution (high-level vs. low-level, how to do it) 

 Implementation of the solution 

 Testing and debugging 

 Build the system right vs. build the right system 

 Maintenance 

 

Data Structure: A Collection of data, organized so that items can be stored and retrieved by 

some fixed techniques. 

 For example: array items are stored and retrieved based on an index assigned to each item. 

Algorithm: a procedure or sequence of directions for solving a problem. 

What should be emphasized – the data or the procedures that modify the data? 

Object-oriented design bases the modular decomposition of a software system on the types of 

objects it manipulates rather than the procedures that it performs. 

C:  struct Account {  void printAccount(struct Account* acc) {  

   int account_number;  // display acc.balance, etc 

    char *first_name;  } 

    char *last_name; 

   float balance;  struct Account* myAccount = malloc(sizeof(*myAccount)); 

 };   printAccount(myAccount); 

C++:  class Account { 

 private: 

 int account_number; 

  char *first_name; char *last_name; 

 float balance;   Account* myAccount = new Account(); 

 public:    myAccount.printAccount(); 

 void printAccount() {  

  // display balance of “this” account, but which account is this? 

 } 

 }; 

 

CS310: Designing/implementing Collection classes, with operations add(), remove(), 

contains(), iterator().  



 

Java Collections 
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Map 

Maps are defined by the java.util.Map interface in Java. 

 

  

http://download.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Map.html


 

Complete UML Class Diagram 

 

  



Q: How to choose? 

A: Measure worst case running times. 

Lists: 

        ArrayList                LinkedList 

Description 
Dynamic (a.k.a. growable, 

resizable) array 

Doubly-linked 

list 

Random Access with index (get()) O(1) O(n) 

Insertion (add()) / removal at the back amortized O(1) O(1) 

Insertion / removal at the front O(n) O(1) 

One step of iteration through an Iterator O(1) O(1) 

Insertion / removal in the middle through an Iterator / 
ListIterator 

O(n) O(1) 

Insertion / removal in the middle through the index O(n) O(n) 

Search contains() / removal remove() by object O(n) O(n) 

Sets: 

 
HashSet TreeSet 

Description Hash table Self-balancing binary search tree 

Requirements 

Objects need to implement a 

hash function (hashCode()) 
which is consistent with 
equals() 

Either objects need to implement the Comparable 
interface and be able to compare to each other; or a 

Comparator for the objects must be provided; the 
ordering must satisfy a "total ordering" 

Test for membership 

(contains()) 

O(1) average 

O(n) worst-case 
O(log n) 

Insertion (add()) / 

removal (remove()) 

O(1) average 

O(n) worst-case 
O(log n) 

One step of iteration 

through an Iterator 
O(1) O(1) 

Iterates through 

elements in 

ascending order 

No Yes 

 

Definition: T(N) is O(f(N)) if there are positive constants c and n0 such that T(N) <= cf(N) 

when N >= n0. (O(f(N)) are the functions that grow no faster than f(N).) 


